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COMMISSIONER: Professor Cartwright if you are here with your team please 
could you come forward.  Welcome Professor Cartwright and Dr Berg, Ms Berg I 
was looking at your CV we were having a debate here but you’re very welcome 
and Mr Lamb we also have to thank you for various bits of assistance or piece of 
assistance that you provided along the way.  Welcome to the proceedings of the 
Commission thank you very much for your comprehensive report that’s been put 
in.  You are aware that these proceedings are in public and that your testimony 
and the report and your names may be made public, both through the media and 
through the Commission’s report and you don’t have any objection to that? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:  No. 
COMMISSIONER: We have done this on several occasions in this Commission 
to put several people under oath at the same time, normally with one lead 
witness but it means that everybody can have questions asked at the same time.  
So perhaps I should start with you Professor Cartwright do you have any 
objection to taking the oath or would you prefer to go under affirmation? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:  No, no objection. 
JOHN CARTWRIGHT (sworn states) 
COMMISSIONER: Ms Berg do you have any objection to taking the oath? 
MS BERG:  No. 
JULIE BERG (sworn states) 
COMMISSIONER: Mr Lamb any objection to taking the oath? 
MR LAMB:  No I don’t. 
GUY LAMB (sworn states) 
COMMISSIONER: Who is leading, Mr Hathorn? 
EXAMINATION BY MR HATHORN 
MR HATHORN: It’s me Commissioner.  Can I ask the three of you to confirm that 
the curriculum vitae that you have supplied the Commission with are correct and 
that they reflect your qualifications and experience? 
MS BERG:  Yes. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT: Yes. 
MR HATHORN: Ms Berg can I start with you and I’d like you to just outline the 
approach that the three of you have adopted in the report that you have 
presented setting out the sources of evidence that you’ve relied upon and the 
general concepts and principles that you’ve used in interpreting that evidence. 
MS BERG:  The approach that we’ve taken in our report is to consider policing in 



Khayelitsha as a whole and we prefer the term security governance to policing 
because it’s a broader term to reflect the range of state and non-state entities 
that directly and indirectly participate and contribute towards security and safety 
governance. We consider SAPS in light of that as one entity amid a range of 
other entities responsible for security governance and safety provision.  So our 
report is geared towards understanding SAPS role within this broader framework 
of community safety governance. 
 We have referred to three sources of evidence to compile our report, 
obviously we’ve looked at the Commission evidence specifically related to 
community involvement in policing.  We also refer or draw on our own research 
endeavours as much of our research has been involved in trying to understand 
why security governance does work, how it works. We have looked at particular 
case studies where it is working effectively and accountably and trying to learn 
from those endeavours.  We have also looked at international and other local 
research specifically in light of research that has been conducted on policing in 
difficult spaces, post-conflict, post-transitional high crime spaces also to draw out 
some understandings of how policing should or is being conducted.  In light of 
the fact that it is known widely in research that simply trying to transfer a practice 
from one setting to another setting, particularly if it’s from a developed to a 
developing context, is problematic.  It is difficult to supplant one practice into 
another without considering the context. 
 We in our report have preferred to use the term “best principles” which is 
simply a way of saying that we would like to understand the thinking that informs 
practices.  What was the thinking behind this practice, what informed it, what was 
the principle behind it because principles can be more easily replicated from 
community to community and then that thinking or that principle will inform what 
the practice looks like on the ground taking into account specific contexts. Three 
of the main best principles that we’ve come up with in our report is this notion of 
whole of society governance which I believe the Commission has already heard 
about.  This is simply to acknowledge that problems within the communities can 
be very complex such as violent crime, a range of drivers and causes of violent 
crime, it’s a complex issue to resolve and a whole of society approach simply 
acknowledges that there is a need for a range of bodies or entities to help to 
solve that problem you cannot rely on one entity to be able to manage a complex 
or solve a complex problem. 
 It is not to say that each and every problem requires everybody to be 
involved in it, it is to say – I mean that’s what the whole of society implies – it’s 
rather to say that we need to draw in those who are best placed to deal with that 
problem into that arena at that particular time rather than to get everybody 
together.  So it’s not the whole of society all the time it’s drawing in those who are 
best placed to deal with that problem as and when needed.  So in light of this our 
recommendation is to redefine the role of SAPS in light of the fact that 
communities tend to be plural, just another way of saying there’s a range of non-
state bodies, and also to acknowledge that SAPS has particular unique strengths 
and capacities that should be honed and drawn upon in terms of its power to 
legitimately use coercive minimal force as well as its role as a gatekeeper to the 



criminal justice system. So it has unique strengths and capacities and a unique 
role but it needs to be placed within a broader system of security governance 
where others also have unique strengths, resources, capacities and knowledge.
 We do not believe, and many others have testified to this as well, we do 
not believe that SAPS should be and do everything we believe that they have a 
particular role to play particularly in Khayelitsha in terms of honing their core 
strengths and abilities.   

A similar best principle that we’ve drawn out of the report is this notion of 
fulcrum capacity or coordination, it’s basically just effective coordination and it’s 
linked to this concept of whole of society governance.  How do you coordinate 
those who are best placed to have the best capacities to deal with a particular 
issue.  This fulcrum capacity you can have many different types of fulcrum in a 
community it can be a person, it can be an institution, it can be a set of rules, it 
can be a vision, you just need some mechanism or lever to be able to draw the 
relevant people to a particular problem.  All of our recommendations are really 
based on these three principles of the whole of society governance, a specialist 
or a core role for the police and this fulcrum or coordination capacity. 
MR HATHORN: Thank you.  Professor Cartwright you in the report deal with your 
participation in the community peace programs which were implemented 
between 1997 and 2009.  Now could you explain to the Commission what 
lessons can be learnt for purposes of recommendations with regard to policing in 
Khayelitsha from your experience in the community peace programs.  Also could 
you place this within the context of the context of place-making, the concept of 
place-making? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT: Yes. 
MR HATHORN: Which is a concept that you suggest will be of assistance to the 
Commission. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT: Yes thank you. The community peace program was 
started in late 1997 with the very strong support of the then Minister of Justice 
the late Dullah Omar who had worked very closely with my colleague Professor 
Clifford Shearing in the years leading up to the first democratic election and 
beyond.  The guiding question or even the guiding belief of this project was that 
as Julie Berg has been pointing out there are many potential actors in creating 
safety of which obviously the police is a highly important one but that particularly 
in poor communities, resource-poor communities there are resources of 
knowledge and experience that had not fully been either respected or mobilised 
in an effective way. 
 So the challenge was to, in cooperation with people coming forward in a 
chosen community, which was Zwelethemba at Worcester in the end, the 
challenge was to develop in partnership with them a way of mobilising their local 
knowledge about their community, what happens in it, what are the problems, 
who are the people who could help to develop a way of mobilising that in a way 
which was respectful of their knowledge, was fully within the law without any kind 
of violence or force and was a sustainable way of using their knowledge to create 
safety.  After discussions what the community people who got engaged with it 
said in public meetings what we really need is a way of dealing with the small 



things that if they’re not dealt with can become big things and then inevitably 
become police matters, they turn into stabbings or shack burnings or whatever.  
But many of them start from very small things and there’s not a way of dealing 
with that.   

So we learnt from experience in what is commonly called “restorative 
justice” processes in other parts of the world New Zealand, Australia, Canada 
and elsewhere and through the format of what are called “family group 
conferences” in such a context.  We had advice and we had visitors from 
different places who had experience of this but right from the beginning the wish 
of everybody was to say how can we actually together create something that 
works for us.  We started in early 1998 with developing a process which turned 
into what came to be called “peace committees” and these were ways of 
gathering together people who were relevant around particular issues. If I can 
give an example of one peace committee of many, many meetings which actually 
will give some insight into what Julie Berg has just said about whole of society.  
Whole of society doesn’t mean you need everybody all the time but you need to 
figure out who out of the whole of society can actually help to resolve this 
question, this issue, right here.   

There was one case where – only too common – a young man had been 
what he would have called I suppose “beating” his girlfriend, essentially 
assaulting his girlfriend. She came to the peace committee because they had 
developed trust in how the peace committee worked and her boyfriend came with 
her and with her, her sister.  They went through this very clearly articulated 
process of steps and what’s the problem one after the other and the boyfriend 
said yes I’m terribly sorry really I promise I love you I’ll never do it again.  The 
peace committee member said to her do you accept that, is that alright, and she 
said oh yes, yes.  Then her sister chipped in and said no he’s said that before 
this is not good enough and the young man was very embarrassed obviously and 
they then went forward to an action plan which each peace committee would like 
to come up with through the cooperation of the disputants which involved I think 
a member of the peace committee visiting them regularly and monitoring.  This 
was an example of whole of society, who was needed in order to solve this 
problem was not just the disputants but the girlfriend’s sister. 

I think this is a micro example of the whole approach that we are wishing 
to take here which is one which completely respects for what they uniquely bring, 
absolutely respects from SAPS to peace committees to individuals to whoever it 
could be a huge range.  The kind of approach that we are suggesting is one that 
is open and flexible in this manner.  Would you like me to say more about peace 
committees? 
MR HATHORN: Before you get there how would the peace committees relate to 
existing structures in Khayelitsha such as the street committees, the civic 
organisations – SANCO is a powerful force in Khayelitsha. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT: Well in fact after two years in Zwelethemba getting to 
know how we should do all these things together.  After two years the idea was 
this is working for us now let’s try it somewhere else and the first case we came 
to was Khayelitsha that was in Site B in Khayelitsha. The meetings were 



regularly held in a crèche in Site B and that was in 2000 I think and it worked 
very well and it was obviously very carefully negotiated.  As we have heard from 
the previous person giving evidence, a very experienced person in this area, 
there’s a huge amount of competition in a place like Khayelitsha, a competition 
for access to resources, for access to influence and so one has to be very slow 
and patient and negotiate.  I think what came around was SANCO at that time 
were very influential in these local matters and representing often peace 
committees and they recognised very quickly that peace committees were not a 
competitor it’s not an overall organising organisation it has a very specific role.  
Once they had observed, because they had the opportunity to go and visit 
Zwelethemba to see how it worked in practice and talk to people there, they 
recognised no this is not a problem it’s actually very helpful. 
 Later on we had a couple of occasions when would-be gatekeepers made 
various kinds of objections but they were very much a minority because peace 
committees do not replace or compete with any other community organisation, 
including street committees.  Street committees tend to have a broader kind of 
action and they were very frequently became a referral from other organisations 
to the peace committee. 
MR HATHORN: Why is the peace committee program not continuing what 
caused it not to…(intervention) 
PROF CARTWRIGHT: Ja it spread slowly, deliberately slowly because as it 
spread and mostly in the Boland in addition to Khayelitsha, places like Paarl, 
Worcester etc., because we needed together – and it’s always a partnership 
between the CPF which is the small body and the people in the peace 
committees in the community.  We needed to be sure that we were building 
structures that were accountable, that were effective, that were open and that 
actually worked and management structures that did that so we had to start 
introducing local coordinators for example. So it went quite slowly and built up 
until a point – when people started hearing of it we couldn’t actually keep up with 
the demand.   

But in due course – I’ll do this quickly now – Clifford Shearing and I 
stepped back I think at the end of 2005 after seven or eight years and it 
continued under the directorship of Madeline Jeneker who had been already 
working in the project for a number of years and she took it into further steps and 
through a partnership with the Western Cape Department of Education the base 
of peace committees moved into schools. By 2009 there were over 200 of these 
and I’ve got the figures somewhere but they were by then doing about 3000 of 
these peace gatherings per month in the whole network across the province.  
This drew the attention of the national Minister for Social Development Geraldine 
Fraser Molekete she saw the social community value of these and undertook to 
support the financing of the network and they were planning to take it also in a 
small way to KZN. 
 After Polokwane she ended up on the faction I can only call it which rather 
lost out, she resigned from the Cabinet and the funding was absolutely overnight 
stopped with people unpaid and it was a catastrophe really.  So some people 
have gone on informally all the workings are there it could be resuscitated, thank 



you. 
MR HATHORN: Thank you.  Mr Lamb can I turn to you and as part of your report 
the team has conducted a review of the evidence before the Commission would 
you summarise the findings of the review that you have conducted with particular 
reference to the complaints made by members of the community, residents of 
Khayelitsha? 
MR LAMB:  Sure I’ll be as brief as possible Commissioners. The point of 
departure here is we were evaluating the evidence to see how can this inform 
recommendations because there has been a wealth of evidence and testimony 
that’s been presented before this Commission already and so we don’t really 
want to repeat that.  The issue here was around could we see any trends, 
dynamics within the evidence that would be helpful from a recommendation point 
of view.  We didn’t review obviously all the evidence we looked at testimony in 
terms of statements and affidavits that were submitted prior to phase 1 and then 
we also looked at IPID documents as well, IPID reports because we were 
interested in terms of people’s experiences of policing, how they had engaged 
with the police, what sort of response they had received. I am just going to 
highlight a few things that come out of here that already talk to some of the things 
that Julie and John have spoken about.   

The first was obviously when you’re looking at affidavits and statements 
by individual complainants it’s their particular perspective of an incident, their 
particular experience of it so you’re not getting an objective picture here.  But 
there was one of the sort of common threads running through many of them was 
that a number of these incidents of people going to the police had emerged out of 
a situation that had escalated.  That there had actually been a problem, a dispute 
with a neighbour, a dispute with a person down the street, a dispute with a family 
member not necessarily getting the picture all the time but certainly there’s either 
clear evidence or there are suggestions of this, that maybe if one had an 
alternative dispute resolution mechanism in place that these incidents would not 
have escalated to the point where the police have to get involved for example, 
that someone gets severely assaulted, someone is murdered there’s actually 
some sort of tit-for-tat, quite violent episode that happens so that’s the one thing 
that comes out. 
 A key quite strong thread that pops out in terms of people’s statements 
and affidavits is that of how they have been treated by the police when they go to 
particular police stations.  Now obviously most of the statements are of people 
who have negative experiences there were only a few that indicated positive but 
probably positive people who have positive experiences wouldn’t have come 
forward.  But in the cases of many of these statements are the sort of sense of 
people going to police stations and not being treated in a professional or helpful 
manner often indicating that police have been rude, dismissive, had mocked 
them.  If one looks at the policing literature and what we know about democratic 
policing if one wants to build trust, sustain trust, one has to have a police force 
that is responsive towards people’s needs, that is polite, that is respectful.  So 
that was a kind of a key issue that was coming through. 
 Then of course it’s the whole issue of communication which ties into how 



people are treated when they go to police stations and we are aware and it’s 
been presented before the Commission of the very high case load that the police 
officials have within the larger Khayelitsha area but it seemed to be a common 
thread for many people that they’ve gone and laid a complaint, a case has been 
opened but then there hadn’t been proper communication and they felt that this 
was something really important to them, a family member had been injured, they 
had been injured, someone had died, possessions had been stolen and they 
weren’t getting communicational responses or contact in the police.  So this was 
really people’s perspectives on these particular issues. 
 Then another issues that one’s looking at wanting to build relationships 
and what does the international literature say about building trust, maintaining 
trust, it’s about the police use of force and we know that the police have to use 
force in certain circumstances but the sort of sense of reports that people had 
been mishandled, mistreated, assaulted by police in certain circumstances for 
them was a major, major problem and I think it’s around that that one is looking 
to we build relationships around trust, maintain trust that surround this particular 
issue needs to be raised. 
 Then a kind of a key issue that comes up in many of these is that in these 
complaints sometimes the distinction between victim and perpetrator is very 
blurred, sometimes they’re the same thing, violence has been perpetrated and 
the individual claiming to be a victim and lodging the complaint often perpetuated 
violence themselves.  So one can almost, it becomes a very difficult environment 
for police to respond to so one can understand some of the issues that are raised 
here. 
 Finally, a thing that popped up that we didn’t really come up with a 
recommendation but I think it’s certainly something that’s worth considering is 
that you go through the IPID, the police investigative division that looks at 
complaints from the public, is that we looked at 67 complaints that were brought 
before IPID and what we could kind of conclude from the reports there were only 
five results that had a substantive outcome.  I think this points to some further 
investigation I think but clearly that those people who are lodging complaints 
aren’t necessarily getting satisfactory responses in the sense that they go to IPID 
there’s less than10% who are getting a satisfactory response but then what 
happens to the other 90% of people.  Is there some other mechanism that can 
possibly respond to them because I think that’s the kind of sense of you then 
become disempowered if you don’t actually get a response and it breaks down 
trust so I think that’s potentially needs to be looked at.  So I think I’ll leave it 
there. 
MR HATHORN: Thank you I’d like to move on to the recommendations that you 
propose in your report and these recommendations are quite extensive I think we 
are going to have to accept that they are taken as read and just focus on one or 
two of those recommendations. Perhaps if we can start with you and if you could 
just outline how you see the process going forward in terms of the role that 
Khayelitsha can play with regard to policing more generally. 
MS BERG:  We actually see this process as an opportunity, an opportunity to 
reflect on 20 years of democracy, I mean we see Khayelitsha as a perfect 



moment in time to reflect on what we mean by democratic policing.  So we see 
this process as actually being beneficial to policing, security governance broadly 
speaking nationally and possibly even internationally in terms of a moment that 
we could use to reflect on where we’ve been and where we are simply because 
we – and this could be a three to five year process of implementation to 
experiment and we need to be willing to experiment.  We tend to hang on to 
things that don’t work and we tend to abandon things that do work.  So we see 
this as an opportunity rather than a condemnation of what is happening in 
Khayelitsha, we see this as a moment in time to start reflecting on democratic 
policing South Africa really. 
MR HATHORN: There are three specific programs that in the report you 
recommend be applied or extended in Khayelitsha and the first of these is the 
neighbourhood safety officers.  I think Professor Cartwright are you going to 
speak to this, perhaps if you could begin by explaining is this a similar concept to 
the voluntary or auxiliary law enforcement officers that Ms Mtwana spoke about 
earlier or is this a different program? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT: I think this is more specifically focused on a particular 
kind of policing, on a kind of neighbourhood policing and I didn’t earlier pick up to 
reply to you on the notion of place-making which I think is a very useful concept. 
It is another lens for looking at the view that we are taking about multi-sectoral or 
multi-agency policing and this is what neighbourhood safety officers really are 
doing. 
 Place-making means how do you make any given place a better place to 
be, simple as that.  Places are different so the answers will be different and the 
role of the neighbourhood safety officer which is a program within the Cape Town 
Metro police is to be a person who gets to know a particular neighbourhood it’s 
like a revival in some ways of the idea of the bobby on the beat but with a very 
focused intent. This person is like as it were a local fulcrum to use Julie’s term 
whose job is to know and be known in the neighbourhood and to be able to 
respond to local issues by bringing together whoever is needed at the time.  
Major partner of course is SAPS in the areas in which, I think there are 18 
neighbourhood safety officers so far, the areas on which they operate they have 
very good collegial relationships with the police, with SAPS because SAPS 
recognise that this is a different way of dealing with local issues. 
COMMISSIONER: If I could interrupt, Prof Cartwright? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Yes. 
COMMISSIONER: We haven’t heard a lot about neighbourhood safety officers.  
They are – and you say that they’re a project of the Cape Metro Police or that’s 
where they’ve been in, could you just tell us just (indistinct) where are they, what 
are they doing and…?  
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Yes, it was inspired by a visit that Prof Schearing made 
to Amsterdam to talk to police there and when he asked them what they could 
show him that they found particularly interesting they introduced him to these 
“buurt regiseers(?)” as they call them.   The whole of Amsterdam is divided into 
neighbourhoods so in addition to the colleagues of the regular police who are 
doing their regular work these are also police officers in Amsterdam who are 



dedicated to an area and they spend up to six years there getting to know it and 
they are the feet on the street, right?   
 They prefer – and we talk about them because it’s the same principle that 
we use.  They have their police powers, whatever they may be, but they prefer 
not to have to use them, they’d rather call in their colleagues because their job is 
to find out who is who, what’s what, what’s going on and to be on the ground 
prevention, as it were.  
 They are dealing with – in the same way that the peace committee deals 
with small things, the neighbourhood safety officers and the “buurt regiseers” are 
dealing with a whole lot of neighbourhood stuff which if it isn’t dealt with would 
get bigger. 
 Now we started in three sites in I think it was 2009, Gordon’s Bay which 
included Temperance Town, that’s a rather funny kind of shape that we made, 
Muizenberg and Crossroads.  Those were the three and we had a close 
cooperation with a representative of the – and an experienced buurt regiseer 
from Antwerp who visited and I was the person here who met weekly with these 
officers and discussed what they were doing, got feedback, learning on the job.  
And it’s been a slow process, it had to prove itself locally, it had to compete for 
resources, it had to compete with certain cultural prejudices about what policing 
is and isn’t but it is now underway as an essential programme of Metro Police 
and they are - for example there is a – there’s in Harare and Khayelitsha working 
closely with VPU and of course the police and the other partners is one NSO, 
neighbourhood safety officer, there’s another in Nyanga, I know, there’s in 
Bishop Lavis, Ocean View, there’s’ – and the plan, as I understand it, is within 
the next two years budget permitting, there would be at l least one 
neighbourhood safety officer in each of the city’s wards which I there are over 
200 of them.   
 It doesn’t mean to say that that NSO would serve the whole ward because 
that would spoil the whole point of it, but there would be one, as it were, 
demonstration and functioning neighbourhood in those wards and I would like 
point out that this is – it absolutely fits in with the notion of this whole of society 
shared responsibilities because they complement what SAPS bring. 
 SAPS are not in a position although I know there are many serious police 
officers in SAPS who would like to be able to do this neighbourhood work but 
they just don’t have the capacity and it should not be a priority, they have other 
things they need to be doing but the neighbourhood safety officer works very 
closely with SAPS, where required, with churches, with CPFs, they have regular 
CPF meetings, they need to know everybody and what’s going on so that they 
can respond quickly to local matters and take them to the right place to deal with 
– it could simply be lights not working, you know?  It’s small things, but they can 
get better.  Ja. 
MR HATHORN:  Prof Cartwright, we’re starting to run out of time. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Right. 
MR HATHORN:  And can I ask you just to deal very briefly with the school 
resource officers which are also mentioned in the report and I think we’re going 
to leave the peace committees …(intervention) 



PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Right, sure.  That’s another programme very closely – 
so they go through the same training and the neighbourhood safety officers but 
they are deployed specifically to schools which are in extremely difficult and 
challenging neighbourhoods in terms of safety and security.   
 They are not there as tough guy inspectors, they are there in the same 
spirit as neighbourhood safety officers to listen, to help, to intervene where 
appropriate, to get in touch with other agencies, where necessary.  I think there 
are six of them at the moment, it’s still an ongoing experiment in partnership with 
the Western Cape department and whether or not they continue as separate or 
whether they just merge with the NSOs is a question, I think, but they do similar 
work in slightly different focus. 
MR HATHORN:  A question – I think it’s to all three of you but I’ll start with Ms 
Berg, relates to the Steven’s Commission Report which the Commissioners have 
made available to the parties and suggested that we consider the extent to which 
its recommendations and obviously in a very different context might be applicable 
to Khayelitsha.  Would you like to comment on that? 
DR BERG:   I think what comes out strongly in the Steven’s report is what it 
means to be a democratic police force.  I mean, there’s a lot that you can get out 
of the Steven’s report, there’s a recognition also in the UK of a pluralisation of the 
entities in the state, there’s police’s in engaging with that plurality but what we 
can get out of that report is building legitimacy, building trust and what that 
entails and what I got out of the Steven’s report is the perceptions of the 
community in terms of whether there’s order or not, whether the police are 
providing a sense of order but we actually feel that’s even more basic than that 
when we reflect on research coming out of more developing context we see that 
trust and legitimacy may be built simply around police having a professional 
attitude showing some - you know, being courteous for instance, treating people 
with respect, people feeling that they’ve been respected, small things like that, 
whether or not they’re effective, that was quite interesting for me.   
 You would think that effectiveness would be correlated to that but it’s 
actually the front end of policing that people make their assessments about 
whether they’re legitimate or not and we know that the police are also the front 
end for government so that feeds into perceptions of legitimacy for the 
government as well. 
 So it’s developing a professional police system which for us is simply in 
many respects entails a Code of Good Practice or an attitude change on the part 
of SAPS but that’s what we can really learn from the Steven’s report what it 
means to be a democratic police and how people perceive that in terms of their 
daily interactions with the state police. 
MR HATHORN:  Moving on, the – Dr Barbara Holtman, who is going to be called 
on behalf of SAPS as a witness later today discusses in her report the local 
safety plan programme which was conceptualised and developed to quite an 
advanced level but never implemented in the Western Cape.  In your opinion and 
I’m throwing this open to the three of you, is this a programme that should be 
implemented in Khayelitsha? 
DR BERG:   I’ll start first.  I think that Dr Holtman’s plan is very much in line with 



our way of thinking except the practice looks different, it’s based on whole of 
society, it’s slightly more state-centred than ours is, bringing together more of a 
focus on government departments whereas ours is – may or may not be state, 
we’ve elected that the neighbourhood safety officers have a law enforcement role 
because it’s convenient but we don’t normatively assume that it is a state duty. 
 So the thinking is the same, the practice is different and we’ve got no 
problem with it being implemented, I think it can complement what we’re doing, 
it’s just that – I believe, I mean, Dr Holtman will discuss it this afternoon.  I 
believe it’s at slightly higher level than where we’re pitching it, we’re pitching it at 
really a patrol level. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Yes, I think the – particularly the one on – for 
Khayelitsha, the report, has a most impressive range of research evidence-based 
awareness of local circumstances, that it’s coming from one level down, we’re 
coming from this level up and I think the material that is made available is 
extraordinarily valuable. 

 The only question is how to get over that gap into the practice without it 
being dissipated because it would be terrible if it were dissipated because there’s 
so much work there, so much that is valuable, so how do you make those 
connections with the ground without getting swallowed up in all the kind of – the 
different kind of ways in which you’re dependent on different organisations, that’s 
my – it’s not a drawback, it’s a challenge. 
MR HATHORN:  Can I understand that as you feeling there’s a concern that too 
many different stakeholders, role-players are drawn together to be able to 
function effectively to be focused, would that be a concern? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Well, not necessarily, depends on what’s done, how that 
then get so the next step because they all having something to contribute but 
how do you make it practical and this is still – it’s a work-in-progress it seems to 
me. 
MR HATHORN:  The last issue I’d like to raise relates to the evidence of Dr 
Burger who testified on Monday and he spoke at some length about the 
proposed  Community Safety Forums.  Mr Lamb, is this a project that you would 
recommend should be implemented in Khayelitsha? 
MR LAMB:   It’s a difficult question to answer to give you a direct answer to that 
particular issue  because I mean there’s been a sort of lack of clarity about what 
these particular entities will do.   
 A policy document actually does exist, I’m not on the reference group that 
Dr Burger sits on in relation to the police secretariat but there’s - the secretariat 
has brought out a policy document, unclear what status it is but it provides a lot 
of clarity around what these particular forums will do. 
 MR HATHORN:  Can you just explain where you found the policy document? 
MR LAMB:   The document is actually on the civilian secretariat of police’s 
website, I think it sits under documents and under policies, so it clearly says it’s a 
policy but whether it’s still in draft form or if the final version is unclear. 
 I think the important point that it makes is that it’s to be a coordination site 
around how resources can be more effectively used and coordinated and it says 
it’s also a site by which Community Policing Forums can access government 



resources that they previously weren’t able to access. 
 So it’s an – I think it’s a double-edged sword if one wants to answer that 
question, that it provides this particular local government coordinating agency 
that Community Policing Forums and other actors and individuals within 
Khayelitsha could approach and say this is my particular problem, it’s outside of 
the policing role that, you know, street lights issues, sanitation, health issues can 
be addressed but the problem is it may insert another layer of bureaucracy which 
slows things down that leads to longer decision time. 
 So it’s essentially around how it’s set up, how it’s managed, how 
responsive it is.  So I think it’s really the proof is in the testing and the issue here 
is around do we actually have evidence to suggest that this sort thing would 
work.  I think one of the problems within South Africa is we’ve latched onto 
specific ideas, the Community Policing Forum is one of those sort of ideas where 
there wasn’t really any evidence to suggest that these things will work. 
 The same applies to this, is do we actually have the evidence that this sort 
of intergovernmental collaboration at the local government level will yield the 
results that they’re looking for it to yield. 
MR HATHORN:  Prof Cartwright …(intervention) 
COMMISSIONER:   Sorry, could I just ask a question on that because there’s a 
sort of methodology question here around the value of different systems being 
implanted in different places in order to try to see what works and that’s a difficult 
for SAPS in a sense because they’re a national organisation which formulated, 
you know, with the idea that they would operate elsewhere, but what are your 
comments on that, the idea that - you know, every time something major 
happens that SAPS decides is the correct policy like CPFs or perhaps 
Community Safety Forums it sort of gets rolled out all 1 100 police stations and 
before in fact you’ve actually done any work on whether in fact this is going to be 
a good model or not. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Well, I can – the Community Safety Forum is not 
actually new, it’s been refurbished, as it were, but when we were working with 
these committees in Khayelitsha I was on the Community Safety Forum of that 
time and I found it a complete waste of time, it seemed to me to be based a great 
deal of wishful thinking, it had people from the magistrate’s court, it had people 
from government departments, it had CPF, it had NGOs and it was useful for 
people to meet one another but I didn’t see any benefit beyond that at that time. 
 I’d like to comment that by contrast I happen to be a member of CIVOC 
the City Civilian Oversight Committee and I’ve been thinking about these different 
kinds of bodies and why some work and why some don’t and CIVOC seems to 
me to work because it’s focused.  Every month the three services of Metro 
Police, Law Enforcement and Traffic report in considerable detail with a great 
wodge of paper for an agenda every month and – no, it’s possible for people to 
slip through this, to deceive and all the rest of it but it’s quite an effective face-to-
face meeting and grilling when required, encouragement when required but it 
worked because it is limited, it has a focus where you can expect people to have 
done the homework and to expect recommendations to be taken forward but in 
something as broad as the proposed Community Safety Forum, who is going to 



do what homework and who is going to see it gets done? 
COMMISSIONER:   I mean, you’re the first member of CIVOC to be here and 
we’ve looked at the provisions of the Police Act, I mean this comes straight out of 
the provisions of the Police Act regulating Metro Policing and have wondered 
whether there are mechanisms for oversight that should be replicated of that sort, 
you know, on either a provincial level or on a sort of precinct level sort.  I mean, it 
has been a matter of concern to the Commission to see some quite basic issues 
not having been picked up by the systems of oversight that are in place and, you 
know, systems of oversight can always fail, of course that’s the nature of human 
enterprise but what is your thought of CIVOC as model within a national policing 
system to monitor the way in which policing has been done.  I think station level 
would be too low, but maybe cluster level, you know, cluster level, there are 25 
clusters in this province so the cluster that we’re in would cover Khayelitsha from 
basically Khayelitsha to the mountains, including Gordon’s’ Bay, Helderberg, 
etcetera, and those clusters then report upwards but there’s not a very clearly 
defined cluster role.  Just be interested on your thoughts on that. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   I think that’s a very interesting suggestion because it’s a 
way of bringing together the people on the spot who in that case would be SAPS, 
the clusters, their representatives and selected independent observers who 
would be chosen ideally not to have an axe to grind in this matter.  I think that 
could be very helpful, it’s worth pursuing. 
COMMISSIONER:   Mr Hathorn? 
MR HATHORN:  Thank you, Commissioners, I’ve got nothing further. 
NO FURTHER QUESTIONS BY MR HATHORN 
COMMISSIONER:   Mr Sidaki, partly as a result of the Commissioner questioning 
we’re a little bit over time so if you could be to the point as you can it would be 
helpful. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR SIDAKI:  Thank you, Madame Chair.  Prof 
Cartwright, if I could ask you, you explained the whole model of the peace 
committees and how it worked and how you implemented it.  What I wanted to 
know from you is how do you measure the work of the peace committees and its 
success? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Ja.  Thank you.  For every peace gathering, as they’re 
called, a report was written, something like eleven pages long, written on the 
spot.  For every peace gathering there is a facilitator and a scribe, right, who 
takes notes.  And then the report – and the report essentially goes – at the same 
it’s a coaching instrument because it goes step-by-step through the procedure of 
a peace gathering.  The introduction, the reading of the Code of Good Practice, 
the introductions of the disputants – they were never called victims and offenders 
because that’s not a court and we don’t know anyway, they’re just people with a 
problem. 

They take turns to make a statement then there’s further debate then the 
next question would be – I think this is relevant to how one judges their success, 
what are they actually doing. 

Then the next absolutely serious question is what’s the root cause, where 
did this problem come from because only too often when we try to solve 



problems we jump from the problem to the solution without actually going through 
as much as we can the root cause, where did it come from, because everywhere 
every problem comes from somewhere, alright, and we had to find out – and why 
do you need to find out, because we want to see to it that it doesn’t happen 
again, if possible, right?  Because if we don’t deal with that, pffft, it’s just nothing. 

So then there’s a debate about that and people can agree and it can only 
be by agreement then they move on, alright, now that we’ve identified what the 
problem is, what’s the action plan that we can take to try and see to it that this 
doesn’t continue?   
 And then the action plan is developed and people sign to it.  It all has to be 
done by consensus, a police committee cannot take place unless those 
disputants are there, cannot be just one person.  There’s an extremely high 
compliance rate to the action plans because the disputants have been part of the 
plan.   
 It is then monitored, someone from the peace committee is out to monitor 
and the monitoring could be of all kinds, money being paid back by a certain 
time, lot of them were to do with money and the report was then sent to the 
community peace programme and we developed a way of payment which was 
entirely based on the report that you weren’t – you could not get paid just for 
being a member of a peace committee, a R100 and then later on R200 is the 
funding improved, was made available for each peace gathering for which there 
was a complete satisfactory report which included who was there, who were the 
disputants, who were the members of the peace committee, how could you get in 
touch with people, etcetera. 
 So that was – and then the money was delivered – a R100 was divided 
among the members of the peace committee  who were actually at that meeting, 
so there was no argument, there the names were. 
 Now in due course also as we were able to do it, we developed exit 
interviews, exit interviews which would be other people – we used often students 
– to go around, to find people who had been in these gatherings and asked them 
a series of questions.  Did they read the Code of Good Practice, did you 
understand it, was there an opportunity  to discuss it?  Were you satisfied?  
There was a series of particular questions.   If you had not come to the peace 
committee who would have gone to?  Right?  Would go to the police, to your 
uncle, a church, whatever.   

So that was a way of testing satisfaction that people were happy that the – 
we also – we went around monitoring, I was one of the people who would go 
around and sit in peace committee gatherings all over the place listening quietly, 
being translated for, and then we’d have a session afterwards. 

I can give you the – I’ve got the figures right in front of me now.  By the 
time that the network had to suspend operations, 47 340 completed peace 
gatherings had been reported on. 
MR SIDAKI:   And these gatherings, what kind of – did they deal with all sorts of 
issues from the community or was it…? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   There’s – I can provide with more information beyond 
this, if necessary, but a lot of them were to do with money lending domestic 



disputes, even some sorts which people felt they could take into the peace 
committee.  Peace committee would not take rape or murder or, you know, 
serious violence, they would assist – if the person was willing, they would assist 
that person to take them to the police for the police to deal with. 
 I should also point out that there was a very good relationship with the 
police but I can come back to it later if anyone wants to find out. 
 They also – and by the end – as I say, there had been 47 000 peace 
gathering, 25 852 baseline surveys so – the accountability was really to the 
people in the community as well as to the funders, of course, and to the law. 
MR SIDAKI:   And was there any measurement of what effect it had on the 
…(intervention) 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   That’s a very difficult thing, isn’t it, because how one in 
taking apart all the possible elements that make up a community.  However, in 
the early days in Zwelethemba the magistrate there was extremely supportive 
and he was quite willing to say that in the two years or three years by then – I 
think he said the peace committee had been operating in Zwelethemba, there 
was a distinct drop in cases from Zwelethemba coming to him and he – there 
was no scientific analysis, we didn’t have the resources to do that kind of that but 
certainly that was his very strong impression. 
MR SIDAKI:   Some certainly would have been a programme that would have 
had an effect in issues that lead to such problems as vigilantism, I don’t know 
…(intervention) 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   You see, the whole experience of sitting in a police 
gathering is an education in itself, I think, because a lot of people come upset, 
angry, embarrassed, whatever, but they’ve chosen to come, they’ve been invited 
and they have come and the – ja, it’s quite an experience that the people with the 
problem discovered that they’re the people with the solution. 
 What the facilitator does is to create an environment – what the whole 
system is to create an environment in which people can feel comfortable to 
speak out, right, and – so yes, I think it affects people, it’s a kind of grassroots 
democracy in a way of people finding their voice on a small scale, but it all adds 
up. 
MR SIDAKI:   And lastly, a question that I can throw to any of you, in relation to 
the topic of importance of trust and legitimacy of the police in the community. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Yes. 
MR SIDAKI:   You know, at the beginning of the Commission’s hearings, first 
phase hearings, there was evidence of the Intsholo family who were the – aunt of 
an youngster who was killed an vigilante attack. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Oh, ja. 
MR SIDAKI:   And what had happened is the neighbours who lived around this 
youngster, it seems had had enough of him, he was involved in petty thefts and a 
whole lot of other things that, as you say, the problem starts small and it 
escalates and it seemed the community called a meeting and called his family 
and said they don’t want him in the area any longer and if he doesn’t – if the 
family doesn’t move him away he would be in trouble.  The family agreed to this 
but took time to move him away and by the following morning he was found 



stabbed and burnt to death and a question that was put to the aunt was why they 
didn’t approach the police and, you know, when the community was venturing 
this anger and this is found at page 151 of the record, Madame Chair, and the 
aunt’s response was, we didn’t think of going to the police, we didn’t think that 
the police could help or assist. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Ja. 
MR SIDAKI:   And my question to the three of you is, isn’t this really the 
importance of the legitimacy and trust in the police in the community because in 
this instance the Ntsholo family seemed – they were in – they had a problem but 
they’d seemed not to know where to go to, they were lost. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   You know, I think Prof Burger talked of the – I think the 
impossible mission or the impossible mandate of the police and I think this is 
something relevant here.  I think we have come to demand too much of the 
police for them to do too many different things and this is partly why the peace 
committees when they worked with the police formed such a good partnership 
because the activities of the peace committee made it possible for the police to 
concentrate their resources and their time and their energy on the things that the 
police only can do as Julie was talking about earlier, the core business of the 
police. 
 We’re not in the position of Britain where they can get into neighbourhood 
policing, almost like social work, we can’t do that, we have much more severe 
circumstances here where the police’s core business has to be traditional one of 
law enforcement and we want them to do it well and that is why it is so essential 
when talking about the situation in Khayelitsha that we start thinking about the 
different and complementary roles that there are and can be and the respect that 
each player should have for the other, the peace committee members for police 
and vice versa and I think if that role is clearer, more defined, more professionally 
adopted, just starting in the small things, then that’s where respect comes from.  
MR SIDAKI:   Thank you, Sir, thank you, Madame Chair, I have nothing further. 
NO FURTHER QUESTIONS BY MR SIDAKI 
COMMISSIONER:   Thank you, Mr Sidaki.  Mr Arendse? 
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR ARENDSE:   Thank you, Madame Chair.  I’m 
not going to be long because it seems quite clear that between yourselves and 
Dr Holtman there’s much common ground, it seems to be an issue of emphasis 
whereas she perhaps has a big focus on the multi-agency approach with 
government departments playing a key role whereas you’re talking about a 
grassroots bottom up approach and perhaps the challenge to the three of you 
and Ms Holtman is to also find common ground on that, I’m sure it’s not an 
insurmountable obstacle.  Do you want to comment on that? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Well, surely - you know where the plan exists and where 
community and other role-players exist is where they can and should meet.  So 
it’s a matter of taking this forward by all means.  You know, as I said earlier, I’m 
sure Dr Holtman would agree it’s a work-in-progress.  We’re all work-in-progress 
and I think we have a – not only do we all have a common aim which is a 
peaceful Khayelitsha but I think between Dr Holtman we have very much a clear 
vision of a great range of different actors and the question is how to make them 



and their experience and their knowledge work at that particular time and place. 
MR ARENDSE:  You mention a number of best principles for effective and 
collaborative policing, are you satisfied that the Holtman plan, if we can now call 
it that, incorporates or is underpinned by some or all of these principles that you 
mention which on a person level I don’t have a problem  with.  
DR BERG:   Yes, I mean, Dr Holtman mentions the whole of society approach, 
she’s looking for fulcrum capacity which we are doing.  Ours is a mobile one 
whereas hers is more at institutional level.  I think we’re in a large agreement in 
terms of trying to get the right players to respond to particular problems so I think 
we’re in agreement in terms of our best principles, yes. 
MR ARENDSE:   Now it also seems to me and we will explore her plan in more 
detail this afternoon when she gives her evidence, but it seems to me that a point 
where there can be common ground is, as I understand her plan, there isn’t – like 
you say there’s the state actors and the non-state actors, at certain points in the 
plan it may be the non-state actors that have to take the lead so I think the 
positive thing about her plan it’s not a police led plan and maybe your comment 
on – and this is maybe an issue, let me not call it a problem, where you just have 
the police saying no, we only deal with the CPFs and as the CPFs are structured 
and they are underfunded and so on and often not particularly representative of 
the community for various reasons, political reasons, other reasons, it seems to 
be the police that’s taking the lead, in fact drawing up the plans, getting the CPFs 
to sign off on it.  Her plan is saying the police have their strengths – and I think 
this is what you allude to in your report – and civil society, grassroots 
organisation also have their strengths.  So there’s going to be moment within the 
development of that plan where your grassroots is going to have to take the lead.  
Is that not a point where you can find common ground with the plan? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   I think I’d like answer it by giving an example from 
elsewhere, from Australia, the State of Victoria.  There’s a Victoria Police.  There 
was there and still is something call the Nexus Project meeting point or not, and it 
was a very interesting experiment.  The main partners were the Victoria Police 
and the Australian National University, where not surprisingly my colleague 
Clifford Shearing was doing this thing and what they wanted to find out was who 
are the police in different circumstances, ja?  And so they chose several quite 
different pilots to test this.  One of them was organised crime, another one was 
youth in a small country town and a third one was safety on a commuter train line 
and they came up with different answers in each case. 

With the organised crime, clearly police, right?   Obviously they go and 
investigate, but it’s the police.   
 With the youth one, it started off with the police playing quite a big role 
with youth at risk programmes and it got broad and they realised no, that’s not 
where it’s at and the police stepped back somewhat and observed and entered 
when appropriate but was then run by city organisations, NGOs, etcetera, but the 
experience was a good one for them to recognise their complementary roles. 
 The third one – there may have been others, I don’t remember – the third 
one was the commuter line where the crucial element and it was the knowledge 
of the commuters themselves, the passengers, which had not really been 



mobilised or focused on and was very helpful in helping the train line and the 
railway police to develop that project. 
 So it’s the flexibility we’re talking about, that standing committees, as it 
were, may have their place but a flexible approach to who knows what and how 
is it useful where is essential. 
MR ARENDSE:  Now, I don’t know, I know you – I’m not sure whether you were 
given a number of statements which you’ve analysed in your report or whether 
were also privy or read the entire transcript or a lot of the transcript but I just 
wanted to ask you whether from reading the statements or from reading through 
the transcript that you go the impression which certainly I got and anybody sitting 
in the Commission would have and in the audience is that the police in 
Khayelitsha and the commitment from the Provincial Commissioner himself is to 
embrace a form of collaborative policing.  Is that an impression you had or was 
that not part of what you covered in your report because surely that must be a 
starting point. 
MR LAMB:   Just to respond, in terms of our actual written report it was compiled 
in evidence prior before phase one started. 
MR ARENDSE:  Okay. 
MR LAMB:   And certainly there have been from my personal observations some 
encouraging responses from the police in terms of taking the complaint seriously 
about wanting to engage more proactively with community structures and 
members and look for alternatives in terms of solving the problems.  So the direct 
answer to your question is the report doesn’t make reference to that but certainly 
subsequent to that one can acknowledge that there has been so many positive 
steps on the part of SAPS. 
MR ARENDSE:  Dr Cartwright? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   I’d like to come back to what Julie mentioned earlier in 
one of recommendations that this Commission be, as it were, the starting point 
for a quite explicit effort and plan for three to five years in Khayelitsha, using 
Khayelitsha as a kind of test site basing it on all the evidence, all the reports that 
we’ve had here and as Mr Arendse says, the goodwill that has been evidenced 
by senior police in going forward. 
 To make it – to demonstrate in Khayelitsha – because Khayelitsha is 
unique like any place but it’s also typical in so many ways in South Africa – to 
use Khayelitsha as a demonstration place for the place internally to demonstrate 
in every single thing they do what it means to be a truly professional police 
officer, you know, starting with meeting in the street, getting the dockets right, 
every step, every step, step-by-step, demonstrating this is how it is done, this is 
our core business and at the same time developing the collaboration through a 
variety of ways.   
 They may be through standing committees, they could through that kind of 
planning and also from the grassroots that this is a place where we could show – 
and I think as Julie said earlier, I think it has both national and international 
implications, to do it as explicitly and consciously as that. Not just say oh yes, 
that was useful but, you know, be more objective oriented than that. 
MR ARENDSE:   And Dullah Omar would have endorsed that. 



PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Pardon, what about? 
MR ARENDSE:   Dullah Omar would have endorsed that.  
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   I have no doubt he was, he was more than a politician, 
shall I say. 
MR ARENDSE:  Absolutely.  Thank you, I’ve got no further questions. 
NO FURTHER QUESTIONS BY MR ARENDSE 
COMMISSIONER:   Thank you, Mr Arendse.  In re-examination, Mr Hathorn? 
MR HATHORN:  I’ve got nothing in re-examination. 
COMMISSIONER:   Could I just ask on the programme of peace committees 
whether there have been any further attempts to resuscitate peace committees at 
any level of government since 2009? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   The problem, Commissioner, is that there’s a whole 
amount of unpaid money and there are, I believe, legal processes underway to 
try and recover because it left a very bad taste in the mouth of a lot of – of 
hundreds of people who are doing this work.  It’s not – in the order of things it’s 
not a lot of money but it just – it might be possible, I don’t know whether it would 
be possible to start again without having gone through that, all the procedures 
are there, there are experienced people, there are eager people. 
COMMISSIONER:   So are you saying that the Department of – was it the 
Department of Social Welfare who was due to pay money to people who had 
performed which they did not pay? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Correct, correct. 
COMMISSIONER:   And these are all community people who were not paid? 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Community people and also members of Community 
Police programme who were the – the kind of the management monitoring body, 
yes. 
COMMISSIONER:   So people on the ground who performed services who have 
not been paid.   
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Were not paid, correct. 
COMMISSIONER:   I just want to be quite clear in mind as to  what the basis of 
the issue is. 
PROF CARTWRIGHT:   Yes, correct. 
COMMISSIONER:   Thank you.  Adv Pikoli, any questions?  No.  Well thank you 
very much indeed for your very helpful report and for the clear passion you have 
in these issues which are really important, I think, have been and are for the 
people of Khayelitsha in any event and I’m very grateful that you’ve made the 
time available.  Thank you, you may now stand down. 
WITNESSES EXCUSED 
 


